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On Laplace Transforms Near the Origin

By R. Wong*

Abstract.   Let /(f) be locally integrable on [0, °°) and let L{f}(s) denote the Laplace

transform of /(f).   In this note, we prove that if/(f) ~ f     Sh=q an(log f)~   as f -> °°,

where 0 < Re ß < 1, then /.{/}($) ~ s^1 2^=0 cn('°8 '/*)"" as s ->• 0 in larg si « 7r/2

- A, the cn being constants.

1. Introduction.   Let fit) be locally integrable on [0, °°) and let L{/} denote the

Laplace transform of fit).  That is,

(1.1) ±{f}=$~ f(t)e-stdt,

whenever the integral on the right converges.  In a recent paper, Handelsman and Lew

[2] have studied the asymptotic behavior of L{/} as s —► 0, when/(0 satisfies

oo

(1.2) /(i)~exp(-cr")     Z   cmntfm(logt)n    as t -► -,

m ,n = 0

where p > 0, Re c > 0, Re rm I - °° as m —> °°, and the set {«: cmn i=0) is finite for

each m.  In this note, we consider the case

(1.3) f(t)~t-V Z an(logtyn   asi-*~,
n=0

where 0 < Re ß < 1.  Our result will complement that of Handelsman and Lew.

2. Main Theorem.   For convenience, we introduce the notation

(2.1) Lc{f}=j~f(t)e-Stdt

where c is a fixed real number > 1.  In [3], it was shown that for any complex num-

ber ß with Re ß < 1,

(2.2) Umflog 0""} ~ s"" ' (log J-V" ± (~rnyr\l - ß)(log iy

as s —>• 0 in S(A), where
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(2-3) S (A) = {s : larg s | < tt/2 - A}.

Let

an-r\
r = 0

m cn = z "n-r yyr\i-ß)

We are now ready to state and prove our main result.

Theorem. If f(t) is locally integrable on [0, °°) and satisfies (1.3), then as s —* 0

in 5(A)

(2.5) L{f}~sV-1   Zo cn(^ê]j \

where the coefficients cn are given in (2.4).

Proof.   For any c > 1,

(2.6) L{/} = Lc{f} +SI f(t)e-stdt = Lc{f] + 0(1)

as s -* 0 in 5(A).

Writing

(2.7) f(t)=  Z   anr^log t)-n + RN(t)
n=0

gives

(2.8) Lc{/}=  Z  a„Lcit-ß(l°gt)-n}+rN,
n=0

where

(2.9) rN=f~ RN(t)e-stdt.

From (1.3), it follows that there are constants K > 0 and c > 1 such that

(2-1°) 1^(01 <K\t~ß(log t)~N- M    for t > c.

Hence, by (2.2),

\rN\<Kf r^(logt)-N-le-atdt
(2.11) Jc

= Oio^-^log o)~N- ')   as a -* 0,

where y = Re ß and a = Re s.  Since |s| sin A < a < |s| for any s G 5(A), (2.11) is

equivalent to

(2.12) rN = 0(\s?-l(log\s\)-N-1) = OisV-lilogsyN-1)

as s -*■ 0 in 5(A).  Coupling the results (2.8) and (2.12), we obtain

(2.13) Lc{f}=  Z  anLc{t-\logt)-"} + O^-^logs)-»-1)
n = 0
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as s —> 0 in 5(A).  Since the 0-term in (2.6) may be included in that of (2.12), (2.13)

implies

(2.14) L{f}=  Z  anLc{rß(\ogtrn} + 0(s^1(logs)-N-i)
n=0

as s —*■ 0 in 5(A).  In view of (2.2), each term in (2.14) can be expanded in powers of

(log l/s)_1 •  Hence, by regrouping the terms, we have for any N > 0

Z    M1^)   " +0((l0gsYN-H(2.15) L{f} = s*3"1
l_n=0

as s —* 0 in 5(A).  This completes the proof of our theorem.

3. An Example.  The Ramanujan function is defined by

(3a) N(s) =  C    r 2 In-^2T dt.
V '     Jo    t{tt2 + (log 0 }

Recently, Bouwkamp [1] obtained the asymptotic expansion

00

(3.2) N(s) ~  Z c«(Iog s)~"~ '    as * ~* °°.
n = 0

where the coefficients were determined by the generating function

(33) ñ^X)=ntoC"^-

Our aim is to find the asymptotic behavior of N(s) as s —► 0.

Integrating by parts, we obtain from (3.1)

(3-4) N(s) = | + 7 J7 tan- ' ß- log Ae~st dt.

The function tan- ' (log t/n) has the convergent expansion

(3-5) tan-'Alog,Vî-   ¿^iH^V"^

for t > en.  Hence, the conditions of the theorem are trivially satisfied and we have

v-X

(3 -6) Af(S) ~ 1 - ¿  «„/log M

as s —> 0 in 5(A), where

2n+r=f \ y

It is interesting to note that these coefficients are precisely the ones given by Bouwkamp

for the asymptotic expansion of N(s) as s -+ °°.  To see this, we recall the identity
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r(jc)r(l - x) = 7r/sin ttx. Hence, from (3.3),

(3.8) 0. = ,!      Z      g%£^.
-   , (2« + 1)        r.2n+r=v   x '

Comparing (3.7) and (3.8), we have

(3.9) av = (-l)vcv,      v = 0, 1,2,- ••.
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